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Alvin is coming home to bury his family; his entire family. His mom, dad and twin sisters who were in

a fatal car accident. The military didn't think he was stable enough to come back but really, he was

just worried how he'd get through the coming days. The first one's at his empty family home

especially.Carter is a school teacher going to the funeral of a very well respected family of his

community. Not only does he see his crush from high-school, Alvin, but he also see's him all alone

and struggling to say goodbye to the only people he had left. Carter doesn't see the fun-loving,

carefree teen he crushed on; he's long gone. The grieving, lost man sitting in the front row is in his

place. What will happen when Carter steps in to help this grieving man?What will Alvin do when his

eyes finally open and see's Carter?Is leaning on someone in times of trouble the best way to start a

relationship or do they realize it's the best foundation for love?This book contains strong language

and adult situations. It can be read as a standalone but has additional stories with secondary

characters coming soon. Also has HEA, no cliffhanger!
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Wow! I don't even know where to begin - I cried, laughed, & did the 'awe' as well. Been a while

since I really 'felt' whenreading! It's an awesome feeling & the story embeds itself in my soul. Does

not happen too often & that tells me it is a story worth remembering. It goes on my 'keeper shelf' -

READ this book - you will be glad you did!

An exceptional tale of strength and love ! Our hearts ache for Alvin, 29, big, tough, tattooed Marine,

as he reflects on his Dad, Mom, and twin sisters, who were killed by a drunk driver. We feel his pain.

Nothing he has done has hit him as hard as losing his beloved family. In addition, he is separating

from the Military life and returning home. During the memorial service, a lone man comes and sits

beside Alvin; holds his hand when needed, and not a word spoken, just the silent support of a

stranger. Sweet, lovable, Carter, a small guy, is a teacher, and has know Alvin since childhood.

Carter was the nerdy, gay kid, while Alvin was the jock. Carter has crushed on "out-of-reach" Alvin.

Carter understands what Alvin is feeling, his own dad passed away. He wanted to be there for Alvin

like someone was there for him back then. It was the least he could do. Carter was the fortitude

Alvin needed to get through this, and beyond. Their sexy times are sizzling and surprising.This is an

amazing, insightful, important, and relevant story, that brings us tears and smiles. It's beautifully

written in both men's POV, by Jenny Wood. This book is #1 in the Unlikely Hero series. Shorter

stories packed with deep emotion, terrific characters, and a fabulously timely topic.There is so much

more I could say, but I want you to read it for yourself, to see the progression, passion, and love.I

highly recommend this truly marvelous book.Each in the series can stand alone, and we get happy

endings. ENJOY !

I truly loved this book, Alvin's story brought me to tears. This is a quick read, loved the sexy parts,

loved how these two men worked together through the loss of Alvins family. I'm glad i bought the

entire series, can't wait to read the next one! Needs some clean up on typos and missed words in a

few spots but I'm still rating it a 5 star as I fell head over heals in love with BOTH characters. I'm

moving on to book 2 can't wait to read this entire series!

This is a beautiful, touching, sad story that is magnificently written. Alvin and Carter seem likely the

most unlikely couple. This turned out to be one of the most wonderful love stories I've ever read.

This is the first book I've read by this author, but since I'm a late starter to this series, I have 6 more

books waiting for me. I plan to catch up because this looks like a beautiful, unique, HEA series. And

in this day and age, we all need a happily ever after of some kind. I HIGHLY RECOMMEND THIS



BOOK!!!!!

I would've given this book a 5 star if it did not have so many errors in punctuation and garbled

sentences. What I do like the plot development that involves the feelings of a marine dealing with

the loss of his parents and twin sisters and finding the perfect partner. This story could definitely

benefit a good editor.

Well, that was more than I expected! I decided to pick a book and give it a chance today to try

something different. I spent the first half of this book crying, not typical for books I read. I would have

loved this to be longer but otherwise, it was a great read.

Normally not my flavor.... i enjoyed every last detail of this story!! Awesome and I am hooked. Will

venture to more!!

I really enjoy the way I get tied in so fast to these characters. I love how the relationship developed

out of such a great need. Really looking forward to reading the next book.
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